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M. P. Schiitzenberger has proved that two finite subsets of wards are maximal 
prefix if their product is maximal prefix, provided this product is finite and unam- 
biguous. We obtain the same result with the finiteness condition weakened. 0 1989 
Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with certain properties of prefix sets of words. Prefix 
sets are part of the theory of variable-length codes; they are the easiest ones 
to construct. A code X is a set of words, each of which codes each letter 
of an alphabet, such that any message encrypted with the words of X is 
uniquely deciphered. In other words, every element of the monoid 
generated by a code X can be written uniquely as a product of words of X. 
A set X of words over an alphabet is called prefix if no element of X 
appears in the beginning of another word of X. The set X is said to be max- 
imal prefix if it is prefix and not properly contained in any other prefix set 
over the same alphabet. 
It is rather easy to prove that maximal prefix sets are closed under the 
concatenation product; but the converse is not so immediate. 
In his paper [S], Schiitzenberger proved the converse under two restric- 
tive conditions: the two factors X and Y of a maximal prefix product XY 
are also maximal prefix, provided this product is finite and unambiguous 
(unambiguous means that each word w  in the product XY has only one 
factorization w  = 1~ with x E X and y E Y). 
Such a maximal prefix and unambiguous product appears in the proof of 
an important result of Schiitzenberger [4] about maximal codes. He has 
studied the delay between the moment when, reading the be,ginning of a 
coded message, a possible deciphering is discovered, and the moment when 
the deciphering is really valid. He has proved that finite maximal codes 
where such a delay is bounded, are always prefix sets. 
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The additional conditions-unambiguity and finiteness-of the Schtit- 
zenberger result in [S] are both necessary. A counterexample of important 
size for the unambiguity hypothesis is proposed in [a]. On the other hand, 
simple examples show that the Schiitzenberger theorem is no longer true 
for infinite products. However, these last examples are all of the same kind. 
Indeed, we prove in this paper that the finiteness condition can be 
weakened. If the sets X and Y are in a certain sense infinite, the Schiitzen- 
berger theorem remains true. 
BASIC DEFINITIONS 
We use the basic definitions and notations of Cl]. We denote by A an 
alphabet and by A* the free monoid generated by A; 1 is the empty word 
and A + is the free semigroup A*\( 11. 
Let u, v E A*. The word u is a (proper) left factor of v if 
This relation defines a partial order on A*, denoted by u < ( < ) v. 
Let Xc A*. The set of the proper left factors of its elements is denoted 
by XA-. 
A set XC A* is said to be prefix if 
vx, X’EX: x<x’*x=x’. 
X is maximal prefix if it is prefix and not properly contained in another 
prefix subset of A*. It can be proved [l] that 
PROPOSITION 1. Let XC A* be a prefix set. Then X is maximal prefix iff 
QwEA*:wEXA-uXuXA+. 
PRODUCTS AND MAXIMAL PREFIX SETS 
.Maximal prefix sets are closed under the concatenation product: if X, 
YC A* are maximal prefix sets, then their product XY is again maximal 
prefix. The converse of this result does not hold. For instance, over the 
alphabet A = {a, b}, X= a* is not prefix, Y = (b} is not maximal prefix, 
and the product XY= a*b is maximal prefix. 
However, in [3] Schiitzenberger proved a converse that needs two 
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additional conditions: the sets X, Y must be finite and their product 
unambiguous. Recall that a product XY is unambiguous if 
Otherwise, it is ambiguous. This result is stated as follows (a proof can be 
found in [l]). 
THEOREM 2 (Schiitzenberger). Let X, Yc A* such that the product XY 
is unambiguous and finite. If XY is maximal prefix, then X and Y are maxi- 
mal prefix. 
The finiteness and unambiguity conditions of Theorem 2 are both 
necessary. For the first one, cf. the example given previously. For the 
second one, a counterexample of important size can be found in [23. 
However, by considering the counterexamples to the finiteness condition, it 
seems that this hypothesis can be weakened. 
A proof, given by Schiitzenberger [4] about the finite deciphering delay 
of codes, suggests to us a way to weaken the finiteness condition, because 
an unambiguous maximal prefix product-not always finite-appears in 
this proof. 
First, let us discard some trivial cases of maximal prefix products. We 
will not consider trivial products XY that are either empty or with one 
factor (X or Y) equal to { 11. 
The case of a one-letter alphabet is also easy to solve. Indeed, if a 
product XYc (a}* is maximal prefix, then it is composed of a unique 
word a” where n > 0. Consequently, XY is clearly finite and unambiguous; 
by Theorem 2, X and Y are maximal prefix. 
Then, over a one-letter alphabet, XY is maximal prefix if and only if X 
and Y are maximal prefix. 
In what follows, we will consider the alphabet A to be composed of at 
least two letters. 
THE RJZSULT 
A generalized version of the Schtitzenberger theorem is stated as follows: 
THEOREM 3. Let X, Y c A* such that 
(a) 3x,EX:xOA’nX=a 
(b) QxEX,SnEN: YnR”,A*=@, whereR,=(wEA’:xEA*w). 
If XY is unambiguous and maximal prefix, then X and Y are maximal prefix. 
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To prove this result, we first show that under conditions (a) and (b), the 
statements “XY is ambiguous,” “X is not prefix,” and “Y is prefix, but not 
maximal prefix” are all equivalent, if the product XY is maximal prefix. As 
the product XY is supposed to be unambiguous in Theorem 3, X is thus 
prefix and the conclusion follows by use of the 
PROPOSITION 4 [ 1 J. Let X, Y c A* such that XY is maximal prefix and 
X is prefix. Then X and Y are maximal prejix. 
THEOREM 5. Let X, YC A* such that 
(a) Elx,EX:x,A+nX=@ 
(b) VXEX, 3n~N: YnRtA*=@, where R,=(weA+:xeA*w}. 
If XY is maximal prefix, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) XY is an ambiguous product 
(2) X is not prefix 
(3) Y is not maximal prejix. 
Proof: (1) 3 (2) If XY is ambiguous, then 
3x, x’ E X, 3y, y’ E Y: xy = x’y’ and x # x’. 
Then, X is not prefix. 
(2) * (3) As XY is prefix, it is easy to prove that Y is prefix. Suppose Y 
is maximal prefix. By Proposition 1, 
VweA*: WE YA- u Yu YA+. 
As X is not prefix, there exist x, x’ E X and t E A+ such that xt = x’. We 
have Y n t*A - = 0, otherwise 
Then 
3i > 0, 3t’ E A*: 1 d t’ < t and y = tit’ E Y. 
xy = xt’t’ < xti+ ‘t’ = x’y, 
in contradiction with the hypothesis XY prefix. 
For every n 2 0, consider the word t”. As Y n t*A - = 0 and Y is maxi- 
mal prefix, t” belongs to YA-, i.e., 
3U,EA + : PU, E Y. 
This leads to a contradiction with hypothesis (b), since 
tE R, and Vne N: Yn R:,A* #a. 
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(3) * (1) Suppose that the product XY is unambiguous. As Y is not 
maximal prefix, let Y’ be the smallest maximal prefix set containing Y. Let 
us denote the set Y’\Y by 2, and any of its elements by z. 
By definition of Y’ and as IA 1 2 2, 
Vz~Z,3z’~A*,3a~A:z=z’aandz’A+nY#@. 
XY is maximal prefix, so for every z E 2 and x E X, 
xze(XY) A- uXYuXYA+. 
xz cannot belong to XYA + . Otherwise, if z = z’a, where a E A, then 
3x’y’ E xy: x’y’ < xz’ < xz 
but 
So, x’y’ < xy, which is impossible. 
Let x0 E X be the word of hypothesis (a). Let us show by induction on 
n that 
Vn>O, 32,62,3y,E Y, 3x,~X, 
3t1, t,, *--2 t,EAf,3zLEA*,3asA: 
xo=x,t,,z,=z~a, xoz,<x,y,, t,-,..~t,tl<z~. 
If y1= 1, it is immediate. Indeed, we know that 
For x = x0, by condition (a), 
3t,EAf:x,=xltl. 
Let n be a fixed nonnegative integer and assume that the induction 
hypothesis is satisfied for this n. 
By definition of Y’, recall that there exists a word y E Y such that 
y E z; A +. Consider the word t, y. As Y’ is maximal prefix, 
t,yc Y’A-u Y’u Y’A+. 
However, 
t,,y$ YA- v Yu YA+; 
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otherwise, suppose that there exists y’ E Y such that t, y Q y’ (the conclu- 
sion is similar in the case y’ < t,,v). Then, 
x*.Y=x,t,y<&y’. 
As XY is prefix and unambiguous, x0 =x, and y = y’. It is impossible. 
So, there exists z, + r E Z such that 
tnyA*nz,+,A*#@. 
Moreover, t,zL < z, + r; otherwise 
z n+l < tnz, ‘\<Y,, 
in contradiction with Y’ prefix. 
Consider the word x,,z, + 1. It belongs to (XY) A - u XY: 
3X,+1 ~~~~~~Y~~t,+~~A+:x~z,+~~x,+~~~+~and~~=x,+~t,+~. 
Then 
t,t,-1 . ..t.,<t,z:,,<z:,+,<z,+,. 
This concludes the proof by induction. 
It then follows that Vn, R&A* n Y # @. Indeed, for IZ = 0, it is 
immediate; for n > 0, we have proved that 
XOZ” = x, tnz, G x, Y”, 




As every ti, 16 i < n, belongs to R,, it follows that R”,A * n Y # 0; this 
contradicts hypothesis (b). Then the product XY is ambiguous. 
STUDY OF THE HYPOTHESIS 
The finiteness condition of Theorem 2 has been weakened by the two 
conditions 
(a) 3x,~Xx,A+nX=@ 
(b) VxEX,SlneN: YnR:A*=@, where R,={~EA+:~EA*~). 
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Examples of sets X, YC A* satisfying conditions (a) and (b) exist: over 
the alphabet {a, b}, 
x= a*b, Y = {a, b} 
X= {a, b), Y as proposed by Schiitzenberger in C43: let w  be the 
infinite word aba2b2a3b3 . . . a”b” . . . and P the set of the left factors of w, Y 
is defined as PA\P. In fact, such a set Y satisfies condition (b) for every x 
in A*. 
The two conditions are necessary because for the first one, we have the 
counterexample X= a*, Y = {b > and for the second one, X= { 1, a), 
Y = (a2)*b. 
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